
 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

Cover, Case and Pouch mod. Sublitextile 

- Format file .jpg - .pdf - .ai - .eps – tif (CMYK process colors). 

- Image minimum resolution: 300 dpi. 

- File in real size + 10 mm bleeding off edge for each side. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface, but the inscriptions or the 

lines must not reach the edges, which must be 10 mm less than the die-cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts) 

 

Pen pot mod. Sublitextile 

- Format file .jpg - .pdf - .ai - .eps – tif (CMYK process colors). 

- Image minimum resolution: 300 dpi. 

- Graphic layout: 272x104mm - 4 faces of 68x104mm. 

- File in real size + 10 mm bleeding off edge for each side. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface of the pen pot, but the 

inscriptions or the lines must not reach the edges, which must be 10 mm less than the die-

cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts). 

 

Valet Tray mod. Sublitextile 

- Format file .jpg - .pdf - .ai - .eps – tif (CMYK process colors). 

- Image minimum resolution: 300 dpi. 

- Graphic layout of the “Milano” bag: large 900x585mm - medium 675x440mm - small 

550x360mm. 

- Graphic layout of the “Capri” bag: large 550x760mm - Medium 430x580mm - small 

340x440mm. 

- File in real size + 10 mm bleeding off edge for each side. 

- The drawing or the photograph can cover the entire surface of the bag but the inscriptions 

or the lines must not reach the edges, which must be 10 mm less than the die-cutting edge. 

- All texts must be converted into curves (in case of not converted texts the PDF file must 

have embedded fonts) 


